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Journal of Physics: Conference Series (JPCS) is a unique, openaccess journal dedicated to providing a fast, flexible and affordable
proceedings publishing service. The journal offers rapid publication
backed by extensive archiving policies to create a safe long-term
open-access record of your event.
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Why choose Journal of Physics: Conference Series?

50,000
Downloads each month,
and growing

“I will certainly
recommend Journal of
Physics: Conference
Series to any colleagues
who need an excellent
proceedings publisher,
and I hope to work with
you again soon.”
DR MARCO CAVAGLIA
UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI,
GUEST EDITOR OF
V O L U M E 33

Open access: all articles are free to read and download as soon as they are published.
Fast publication: your proceedings will be online within three months of us receiving the accepted
articles.
Comprehensive solution: from plenary to poster papers, large or small events, core physics to
multidisciplinary, JPCS can accommodate them all.
Unbeatable flexibility: we will work with you to find the very best solution for your proceedings, helping
you to meet editorial objectives within financial constraints.
Excellent service: with professional support and advice at all stages of the publication process, JPCS
will make your publishing experience enjoyable and easy.
Streamlined workflow: straightforward PDF file requirements supported by online guidelines, and
templates in Word and LaTeX.

What makes Journal of Physics: Conference Series different?
Prepublication approval: organisers are provided with a login to our prepublication servers to check
and approve their proceedings prior to online publication.
Conference promotion: as part of the proceedings arrangements, and often at no extra cost, we can
provide targeted and effective promotion services for large events.
Peer-review software: for large conferences, JPCS has an arrangement with Editorial Manager™ to
provide online manuscript submission and peer-review management facilities.

What are the electronic journal benefits?
JPCS is published as a fully electronic journal and hosted in a world-class online environment that
provides:
High visibility: all papers are indexed by Google and Google Scholar, making them easy to find through
web searches.
Abstracting and indexing: in Scopus, Scirus, Inspec, ISI Proceedings, Chemical Abstracts, SPIRES,
MathSciNet and many others.
Citation counting: all papers are fully citable with citations being tracked via IOP Publishing’s Citing
Articles facility.
Linked references: IOP Publishing’s linking technology makes it easy to find cited papers.
Secure archiving: comprehensive archiving arrangements with LOCKSS and Portico.

jpcs.iop.org

What are the publishing options?
JPCS provides a fast, highly versatile and cost-effective proceedings publication service. From onlineonly proceedings through to printed copies, CDs and DVDs for participants, JPCS offers unbeatable
flexibility.
Online-only publication
Every conference is published as an open-access volume of the journal. The simple fee per article
publication charge includes:

• Free access for all to read
• Preparation of online abstracts and hyperlinked reference lists
• Unlimited number of pages in each article
• Unlimited use of colour online
• Unlimited additional multimedia items
• Citation tracking
What are the additional publishing options?

Journal of Physics:
Conference Series

“I am thrilled with the
overall impact of the
publication.
Congratulations to all
concerned at IOP
Publishing. Sincere
thanks again for your
excellent work.”
DR VINCENT CASEY
UNIVERSITY OF LIMERICK,
G U E S T E D I T O R O F V O L U M E 57

Printed copies: hardback or softback binding, colour printing options, delivery direct to participants or
in bulk before or after the conference.

“The conference
participants are very
impressed with your fast
publication! My best
compliments.”

CDs/DVDs: containing a copy of the online proceedings, the CDs/DVDs are available in a variety of
packaging solutions.

DR ROSALBA SAIJA
UNIVERSITA DI MESSINA,
GUEST EDITOR OF VOLUME 6

JPCS offers a range of printing and CD/DVD publishing solutions. If you need time to select the
appropriate solution for your conference, you can delay the decision to buy printed copies or CDs/DVDs
until after online publication is complete.

jpcs.iop.org
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“We would like to express
our deepest appreciation
to IOP Publishing, who
worked tirelessly in order
to provide us with this
finished volume within two
months, which is nothing
short of miraculous”
PROF ANTHONY MEZZACAPPA
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL
LABORATORY, GUEST EDITOR
O F V O L U M E 16

How do I publish my proceedings in Journal of Physics: Conference Series?
Contact us with details of your conference and we will be pleased to provide an estimate for publishing
your proceedings. The flow chart below shows the typical steps in the JPCS publishing process.
JPCS’s publishing process

Decide on the services required and
contact JPCS for a quote

Discuss and agree schedules and costs.
Sign a publishing agreement

Provide JPCS templates and
guidelines to authors

Authors submit their papers and conference
organisers conduct peer review

Accepted papers (PDFs) supplied to JPCS

Online publication within 3 months, followed by
printed copies and CDs/DVDs if required

Contact information
Tel: +44 (0)117 9301280
Fax: +44 (0)117 9200979
E-mail: jpcs@iop.org
Web: jpcs.iop.org
Further information, including guidelines for organisers and authors, can be found online at
jpcs.iop.org.

Sign up for free e-alerts
Stay up to date with the latest published conference proceedings by signing up to receive free e-mail
alerts from JPCS. Visit jpcs.iop.org

